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**TOURISM AND THEORY, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION**

*articles *tourism statistics - specific issues

Beginner research on tourism and the tourist: beware of words and caricatures! / Christine Petr, Nicolas Gueguen // Tourism analysis: an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 11 (2006), No. 4, 251-264

*education - general *Asia - Near and Middle East


*education - general *Australia and Oceania


*education - general *Austria *Switzerland


*education - general *East Asia and the Pacific

The past, present, and future of hospitality and tourism higher education in Hong Kong / Ada Lo // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism: the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 5 (2005), No. 1-2, 137-166


The impact of individual ability and favorable team member scores on students' preferences of team-based learning and grading methods / Allan Y. Su // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 6 (2006), No. 3, 27-45


Research on correlations between off-school internship systems and work performances in hospitality and tourism education / Ming-Huei Lee, Hsiao-Ting Lu, Yuan-Huei Jiao, Pi-Hua Yeh // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 6 (2006), No. 2, 5-22

Stormy outlook? Domestic students' impressions of international students at an Australian University / Paul Barron // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 6 (2006), No. 3, 1-26
*education - students *education - plans and programs

The study motivations and study preferences of student groups from Asian nations majoring in hospitality and tourism management programs / Samuel Seongseop Kim ... [et al.] // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 1, 140-151

*education - students *ethics in tourism
Knowing the difference between right and wrong: the response of tourism students to ethical dilemmas / Simon Hudson, Graham Miller // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 6 (2006), No. 2, 41-59

*education - students *motivations

*education - teaching faculty *educational institutions
A study of occupational stressors perceived by hospitality and tourism teachers in Taiwan's vocational schools / Yu-Ann Christine Sun, Mei-Chun Shu // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 6 (2006), No. 3, 47-67

*education *education - students
Evaluating the impact of university teaching on approaches to learning of first-year hospitality students / Benny Chan, Winnie Tong // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 6 (2006), No. 1, 41-59

*education *North America

*education *tourism and politics, peace, war
Tourism education, the peace proposition and the conscientization of the tourism industry / Ian Kelly // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 6 (2006), No. 1, 1-16

*educational institutions *education

*education

*employees in catering industry *tourism and employment

*guidebooks *consumer behaviour and experience *East Asia and the Pacific

*guides, interpreters *hotel industry *East Asia and the Pacific
Human resources management in China's hotel industry / Huimin Gu ... [et al.] // China tourism research. Vol. 2 (2006), No. 3, 226-245

TOURISM AND ECONOMY

*air transportation

casinos, gambling *catering - nonaccommodation facilities *Australia and Oceania
A history of machine gambling in the NSW club industry: from community benefit to commercialisation / Nerilee Hing // International journal of hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 2-3, 83-107

casinos, gambling *internal organization of catering enterprise *quality in tourism *North America

catering - nonaccommodation facilities *consumer behaviour *decisions

catering - nonaccommodation facilities *event tourism *Australia and Oceania
Clubs and hallmark events: two Australian cases / Paul Weeks, Julie Adams // International journal of hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 2-3, 177-194

catering - nonaccommodation facilities *gastronomy, diet, nutrition science

catering - nonaccommodation facilities *management of catering enterprise *Australia and Oceania
Strategic management of external change in NSW registered clubs / Helen Breen, Kate Innes // International journal of hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 2-3, 155-175

catering - nonaccommodation facilities *managers
Qualities and characteristics club managers look for in entry level supervisors / Cary C. Countryman, Brett W. Horton // International journal of hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 2-3, 47-62

catering - nonaccommodation facilities *North America


catering - nonaccommodation facilities *tourism and employment *Australia and Oceania
*catering - nonaccommodation facilities

*communal infrastructure and energetics *tourism destination - diverse aspects *decisions

*costs of catering enterprise *catering - nonaccommodation facilities *transnational corporations, chains *Spain

*development plans of catering enterprise, controlling *internal organization of catering enterprise *hotel industry

*economics of catering enterprise, finances *catering - nonaccommodation facilities
The impact of supplier development on financial performance in the restaurant industry / Byeong Yong Kim // International journal of hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 4, 81-103

*economics of catering enterprise, finances *development plans of catering enterprise, controlling *East Asia and the Pacific

*economics of catering enterprise, finances *toursim and employment *hotel industry

*economics of catering enterprise, finances *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems *Austria

*gastonomy, diet, nutrition science *destination marketing *East Asia and the Pacific *Turkey
Incorporating local and international cuisines in the marketing of tourism destinations: the cases of Hong Kong and Turkey / Bendegul Okumus, Fevzi Okumus, Bob McKercher // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 1, 253-261

*inbound tourism *Australia and Oceania *East Asia and the Pacific

*management of catering enterprise *development plans of catering enterprise, controlling *management of catering enterprise

*management of catering enterprise *development plans of catering enterprise, controlling *hotel industry *East Asia and the Pacific
Hotel industry strategy execution management based on the balanced scorecard / Qiaohui Ma // China tourism research. Vol. 2 (2006), No. 3, 360-371

*economics of catering enterprise, finances *management of catering enterprise

*management of catering enterprise *quality in tourism *East Asia and the Pacific
A new tune from an old instrument: the application of SERVQUAL to a tourism service business // Robert A. Home // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 183-202


An investigation of the factors affecting innovation performance in chain and independent hotels // Michael Ottenbacher, Vivienne Shaw, Andrew Lockwood // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 113-128

The relationships of meeting planners’ profiles with usage and attitudes toward the use of technology // Mara B. Casanova, Dae-Young Kim, Alastair M. Morrison // Journal of convention and event tourism. Vol. 7 (2005), No. 3-4, 19-43

The marriage between welfare services and tourism - a driving force for innovation? // Anne-Mette Hjalager // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 7-29

Towards the measurement of innovation - a pilot study in the small and medium sized hotel industry // Birgit Pikkemaat, Mike Peters // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 89-112

Innovative product development in hotel operations // Joerg Frehse // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 129-146

An investigation of the factors affecting innovation performance in chain and independent hotels // Michael Ottenbacher, Vivienne Shaw, Andrew Lockwood // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 113-128

The relationships of meeting planners’ profiles with usage and attitudes toward the use of technology // Mara B. Casanova, Dae-Young Kim, Alastair M. Morrison // Journal of convention and event tourism. Vol. 7 (2005), No. 3-4, 19-43

Leadership and innovation processes - development of products and services based on core competencies // Harald Pechlaner, Elisabeth Fischer, Eva-Maria Hammann // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 31-57

Prospects for innovation in tourism: analyzing the innovation potential throughout the tourism value chain // Klaus Weiermair // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 59-72


Linking scale of operation and labor transformation on tourism: comparative analysis on three Turkish cases // Adilhan Akbacar // Anatolia : an international journal of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 17 (2006), No. 2, 257-277
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*tourism and regional development *Central Croatia
Turizam kao faktor regionalnog razvoja
Hrvatskog zagorja / Kristina Bučar //

*tourism satellite account (TSA) *tourism statistics -
theory and methodological problems *East Africa and
Indian Ocean islands
Reconciling multiple data sources for
implementing the tourism satellite
account (TSA) in Tanzania / Amit
Sharma, Iain T. Christie // Tourism
economics: the business and finance of
tourism and recreation. Vol. 12 (2006),
No. 4, 635-652

*tourism sector in national economy *tourism statistics -
threey and methodological problems *Mediterranean
Contribution of tourism to economic
growth: a panel data approach /
Ümmuhan Gökovali, Ozan Bahar //
Anatolia: an international journal of
tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 17 (2006), No. 2, 155-167

*tour operators *competitiveness
Can price promotions improve tourist
loyalty to tour operators? / Sara Campo
Martínez, María Jesús Yagüe Guillén //

*trade *consumer behaviour
Tourist shopping habitat: effects on
emotions, shopping value and
behaviours / Atila Yüksel // Tourism

*travel agencies - general *Spain
Diagnostico tendencias y estrategias de
futuro para las agencias de viajes: el
caso del sector espanol / Sergio Moreno
Gil, Teresa Aguiar Quintana // Estudios y
No. 4, 327-349

*travel agents - retailers *air transportation
An option pricing approach for evaluat-
ing the agency problem of jump risk
between airlines and travel agents /
Leo Huang, Chung-Gee Lin // Tourism
economics: the business and finance of
tourism and recreation. Vol. 12 (2006),
No. 3, 383-401

*travel agents - retailers *decisions *domestic and ethnic
tourism *East Asia and the Pacific
Factors affecting choice of a travel
agency for domestic tourism: the case
of Shanghai residents in China /
Vincent C. S. Heung, Phoenix Zhu //

*travel agents - retailers *decisions *East Asia and the
Pacific
Factors affecting consumers’ choice of a
tavel agency: the case of Singapore /
Tak Kee Hui, David Wan // Journal of
tavel & tourism marketing. Vol. 19 (2005), No. 4, 1-12

TOURISM MARKET
*competitiveness *travel agencies - activities and
instruments *hotel industry *air transportation
Strategic interactions among firms in
tourist destinations / Yoav Wachsman //
Tourism economics: the business and
finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 12 (2006), No. 4, 531-541

*consumer behaviour and experience *satisfaction
Destination evaluation: the role of
previous travel experience and trip
characteristics / Pamela A. Weaver,
Karin Weber, Ken W. McCleary // Journal of
tavel research. Vol. 45 (2006/07), No. 3, 333-344

*consumer behaviour and experience *social and
economical planning and forecasting, trends - methods
and instruments
Relationship between satisfaction and
future behavior / Metin Koçak, Jay
Beaman // Tourism analysis: an interdiscipli-
ary journal. Vol. 11 (2006), No. 6, 397-409

*consumer behaviour and experience
Multidimensional timing decisions: a case
study in tourism behavior analysis /
Junyi Zhang, Akimasa Fujiwara, Junichi
Sawara // Tourism analysis: an interdiscipli-
ary journal. Vol. 11 (2006), No. 5, 319-329

*consumer behaviour *employees in catering industry
Consumer acceptance of server recom-
mendations / Carl P. Borchgrevink, Alex
M. Susskind // International journal of
hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 4, 21-41

*consumer protection *congress tourism
Intergovernmental conferences: the
CHOGM experience / Justine Digance //
Journal of convention and event tourism. Vol. 7 (2005), No. 3-4, 65-83

*euro *Hungary
Implications of the single European
currency of Hungarian tourism /
Tamara Rátz, Matyas Hinek // Tourism
economics: the business and finance of
tourism and recreation. Vol. 12 (2006),
No. 4, 583-602
*market research *Australia and Oceania

*market research *destination marketing

*market research *motivations


*seasonality *foreign receipts - methodology *market research *Turkey

*tourism and prices - specific issues *economics of catering enterprise, finances *hotel industry


*tourism destination - diverse aspects *tourism and culture, arts *national parks and specific categories of protection

*tourism destination - diverse aspects *winter-sports tourism *Switzerland

*tourist demand - general and characteristics *Germany
German demand for tourism in Spain / Teresa Garín Munoz // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 1, 12-22

*tourist demand - general and characteristics *market research *island tourism *South and Central Asia
Modelling the uncertainty in monthly international tourist arrivals to the Maldives / Riaz Shareef, Michael McAleer // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 1, 23-45

*tourist demand - general and characteristics *North America
Determinants of the travel demand model for Canadian tourists to the U.S./ Hailin Qu, Yin-Sik Or // International Journal of hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 4, 1-19

*tourist expenditure - general and characteristics *consumer behaviour and experience

*tourist expenditure - general and characteristics *social costs *Australia and Oceania

*tourist expenditure - general and characteristics *political costs *Cyprus
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*tourist expenditure - general and characteristics
*summer-holiday tourism *Greece
Expenditure patterns by travel party size:

*tourist expenditure - general and characteristics *tourism destination - diverse aspects
Meanings and consumption characteristics of places at a tourism destination / David Snepenger ... [et al.] // Journal of travel research. Vol. 45 (2006/07), No. 3, 310-321

*value for money *hotel industry

TOURISM AND SOCIETY
*decisions *catering - nonaccommodation facilities

*decisions *tourism and politics, peace, war

*decisions *tourism destination - diverse aspects

*gender in tourism *preferences

*image *consumer behaviour *elasticity of tourist demand

*image *market research *tourism destination - diverse aspects

*image *perceptions *East Asia and the Pacific
Multimethod research on destination image perception: Jeju standing stones / William Cannon Hunter, Yong Kun Suh // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 1, 130-139

*image *tourism destination - diverse aspects
The hierarchical influence of visitor characteristics on tourism destination images / Soyoung Boo, James A. Busser // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 19 (2005), No. 4, 55-67

*image *urban tourism *Italy
Stories visitors tell about Italian cities as destination icons / Arch G. Woodside, Blair F. Cruickshank, Ning Dehuang // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 1, 162-174

*perceptions *tourism and culture, arts

*preferences *decisions *specific types of tourism

*preferences *wellness
*satisfaction *consumer behaviour *tourism destination - diverse aspects


*satisfaction *ethics in tourism


*satisfaction *image *hotel industry


*satisfaction *image


*satisfaction *preferences


*satisfaction *quality in tourism *tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments


*satisfaction *quality in tourism *travel agents - retailers

Customer empowerment in service firms: an example of travel agencies / Xiaoyun Han, Dongmei Li // China tourism research. Vol. 2 (2006), No. 3, 309-321

*satisfaction *tourist expenditure - general and characteristics *Australia and Oceania


*satisfaction *value for money *East Asia and the Pacific


*sociology of tourism *sustainable tourism


*sports *marketing in tourism - other *market research


*sports *marketing in tourism - other


*tourism and pedagogics *social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - methods and instruments *tourism and regional development *East Asia and the Pacific

Administrative arrangements and displacement compensation in top-down tourism planning - a case from Hainan Province, China / Yand Wang, Geoffrey Wall // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 1, 70-82

*tourism and philosophy *wellness *recreation


*tourism and politics, peace, war *addictions, diseases and risks *Asia - Near and Middle East

TOURISM AND SPACE

*AIDS, SARS etc. *East Asia and the Pacific

*climate *seasonality
Implications of global climate change for tourism flows and seasonality / Bas Ameling, Sarah Nicholls, David Viner // Journal of travel research. Vol. 45 (2006/07), No. 3, 283-296

*climate

*host population attitudes *East Asia and the Pacific

*museums and galleries *marketing in tourism - other

*national parks and specific categories of protection *South Africa

*national parks and specific categories of protection *sustainable tourism *Europe
Approximacion panoramica a la carta Europea del turismo sostenible en los espacios protegidos / Huan Carlos Munoz Flores // Estudios y perspectivas en turismo. Vol. 15 (2006), No. 5, 236-257

*physical (regional) planning - examples *tourist resources *South America

*physical environment and pollution (impacts) *sustainable tourism *Central America and the Caribbean

*theme parks, amusement parks *preferences *market research
Preferences, benefits, and park visits: a latent class segmentation analysis / Astrid D. A. M. Kemperman, Harry J. P. Timmermans // Tourism analysis: an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 11 (2006), No. 4, 221-230

*tourist resources *marketing in tourism - instruments *Australia and Oceania
TOURISM POLICY AND ORGANIZATION

- prospects, brochures, leaflets

- public tourist bodies (and organs) *satisfaction *Austria
  Evaluating Internet portals - an empirical study of acceptance measurement based on the Austrian National Tourist Office's service portal / Claudia Ksausegger // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 6 (2005), No. 3-4, 163-183

- taxation *rent-a-car *Spain

- tourism efficacy control *hotel industry *East Asia and the Pacific *North America
  The different response to hotels' endorsement advertising by Taiwanese and American tourists / An-Tien Hsieh, Janet Chang // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 19 (2005), No. 4, 41-54

- tourism exchanges *exhibitions, fairs *satisfaction *Mediterranean

- tourism publicity and information - general *consumer behaviour and experience

STATISTICS AND FORECASTING IN TOURISM

- e-business *hotel industry *transnational corporations, chains
  Contrastes de la capacidad de respuesta a correos electronicos entre hoteles independientes y de cadena / Patricia Dominguez, Stephanie Richert, Raul Castro // Estudios y perspectivas en turismo. Vol. 15 (2006), No. 1, 5-18

- reservation and distribution systems *marketing in tourism - instruments

- reservation and distribution systems *small and medium entrepreneurship *North America

- social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - general *hotel industry *Central America and the Caribbean

- social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - general *tourism and culture, arts *heritage tourism

- social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - methods and instruments *Australia and Oceania

- social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - methods and instruments *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems


Experiencing festival bodies: connecting massage and wellness / Jennifer Lea // Tourism recreation research. Vol. 31 (2006), No. 1, 57-66

European Spa World: chances for the project’s sustainability through application of knowledge management / Sonja Sibișa Lebe // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 1-2, 137-146

Heritage site management: the link between visitors’ pre-visit perceptions, motivations and expectations / Avital Biran, Yaniv Poria, Arie Reichel // Anatolia: an international journal of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 17 (2006), No. 2, 279-304

Making a usage decision about a building in a historic community: Edenton, North Carolina / J. Dana Clark, Michael J. Dotson // Journal of convention and event tourism. Vol. 7 (2005), No. 3-4, 1-17


Heritage/cultural attraction atmospheres: creating the right environment for the heritage/cultural visitor / Mark A. Bonn ... [et al.] // Journal of travel research. Vol. 45 (2006/07), No. 3, 345-354

*rural tourism*

*senior citizens’ tourism* *East Asia and the Pacific*

*sustainable tourism* *hotel industry* *East Asia and the Pacific*

*wellness*
Voyage through numinous space: applying the specialization concept to New Age Tourism / Tomas Pernecky, Charles Johnston // Tourism recreation research. Vol. 31 (2006), No. 1, 37-46

*winter-sports tourism* *marketing in tourism - instruments*

*winter-sports tourism* *Asia - Near and Middle East*
“The trouble with today’s young ones...”: a case study of one club’s failed attempt at attracting the youth market. Leanne Baker // International journal of hospitality and tourism administration. Vol. 7 (2006), No. 2-3, 211-225


Backpackers and other younger travelers to the Great Barrier Reef: an exploration of changes in characteristics and behaviors over time / Gianna Moscardo // Tourism recreation research. Vol. 31 (2006), No. 3, 29-37

Catering to the backpacker: the transition of backpacker enclaves in Vietnam / Kate Lloyd // Tourism recreation research. Vol. 31 (2006), No. 3, 65-73


Sun, sand, and beach fale: benefiting from backpackers - the Samoan way / Regina Scheyvens // Tourism recreation research. Vol. 31 (2006), No. 3, 75-86

T. Hitrec, K. Tokić